Representing the following New York and New Jersey Manufacturers

Order Inquiries Email: orders@oblaneyrinker.com | Request a Quote Email: quotes@oblaneyrinker.com

---

**ASCENTI**
New York / New Jersey
ASCENTI is an evolutionary custom lighting manufacturer with emphasis on LED health and wellness considerations in hospitality, architectural, and high-end residential markets. Capability to work in any medium and at any scale.
ascenti.com

---

**Barn Light Electric Company**
New York / New Jersey
Vintage lighting hand-crafted from high quality materials. Industrial, gooseneck, porcelain enamel, pendants, wall sconces, copper, and the latest in LED lighting. Made in the USA. Custom Capabilities.
barnlight.com

---

**bover**
New York / New Jersey
Highly innovative and contemporary indoor and outdoor lighting. Produced in Barcelona and specializing in lighting designed for large spaces. Products include bollards, ceiling, pendants, wall, table, floor. Custom Capabilities.
bover.es/en

---

**Camman Lighting**
New York
Decorative architectural indoor and outdoor lighting. Products include: ceiling, pendants, sconces and church lighting in modern, restoration, and transitional styles. Custom Capabilities.
cammanlighting.com

---

**Connective Lighting Technology**
New York / New Jersey
Sustainable lighting solutions, quality LED light engines, and optical and thermal management systems. Products include downlights, track systems, linear LED’s, pendants, and surface lighting.
connectivelighting.com

---

**Dado Lighting**
New York / New Jersey
Brooklyn based manufacturer of a broad line of spec-grade commercial lighting fixtures including interior, exterior, recessed, task, healthcare, strips, and cove lighting. Energy Efficient. Custom capabilities.
dadolighting.com

---

**Eklipse Lighting**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Eklipse Lighting specializes in providing customized solutions for most lighting requirements providing lighting and technical expertise as well as a complete range of premium products such as Curvable, Waterproof, Adjustable, Linear and Spot LEDs.
eklipselighting.com

---

**Evo-Lite**
New York / New Jersey
Evo-Lite has been instrumental in the advancement and integration of lighting, power and control technologies for use in backlighting translucent surfaces of illuminated signage and architectural features.
evo-lite.com

---

**Evolux Lighting Controls**
New York / New Jersey
Architectural LED design systems for offices, airports, and transportation centers. High performance luminaires include recessed, surface, wall mounted, and pendant lighting fixtures, for fluorescent and LED applications. Easy to install and maintain. Custom Capabilities.
forumlighting.com

---

**Gantom**
New York
Manufacturer of special-effects lighting equipment catering to the themed attraction industry. Specializes in illumination of low-light and space-constrained environments where traditional theatrical luminaires are not suitable.
gantom.com

---

**LEGIon Lighting Co., Inc**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Brooklyn based manufacturer of a broad line of spec-grade commercial lighting fixtures including interior, exterior, recessed, task, healthcare, strips, and cove lighting. Energy Efficient. Custom capabilities.
legionlighting.com

---

**Lamar Lighting**
New York
Manufacturer of LED and fluorescent architectural lighting. Includes cove/wall wash, direct/indirect, wall mount, ceiling recessed, linear indirect, High Bay, and specializing in Occu-Smart integrated sensor control.
lamarlighting.com

---

**Eco-Flex Solutions**
New York
Echoflex Solutions, Inc. is a leader in innovative design and manufacturing of controls for lighting, building automation, and space utilization. They focus on clean technology so each installation benefits from their battery-free wireless, wired, and hybrid systems to meet the demands of energy codes.
echoflexsolutions.com

---

**Efficient-Tec International, LLC**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Efficient-Tec International LLC offers complete handrail solutions for code compliant projects: LED illuminated handrails (LEDRail™), standard guardrail, stairway or spiral staircase handrails with choices of standard steel rod, cable or glass guardrail infills.
et-s3.com

---

**Connective Lighting**
New York / New Jersey
Sustainable lighting solutions, quality LED light engines, and optical and thermal management systems. Products include downlights, track systems, linear LED’s, pendants, and surface lighting.
connectivelighting.com

---

**Eclipse Architectural Lighting**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Eclipse Lighting specializes in providing customized solutions for most lighting requirements providing lighting and technical expertise as well as a complete range of premium products such as Curvable, Waterproof, Adjustable, Linear and Spot LEDs.
eklipselighting.com

---

**Efficient-Tec International, LLC**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Efficient-Tec International LLC offers complete handrail solutions for code compliant projects: LED illuminated handrails (LEDRail™), standard guardrail, stairway or spiral staircase handrails with choices of standard steel rod, cable or glass guardrail infills.
et-s3.com

---

**ASCENTI**
New York / New Jersey
ASCENTI is an evolutionary custom lighting manufacturer with emphasis on LED health and wellness considerations in hospitality, architectural, and high-end residential markets. Capability to work in any medium and at any scale.
ascenti.com

---

**Barn Light Electric Company**
New York / New Jersey
Vintage lighting hand-crafted from high quality materials. Industrial, gooseneck, porcelain enamel, pendants, wall sconces, copper, and the latest in LED lighting. Made in the USA. Custom Capabilities.
barnlight.com

---

**bover**
New York / New Jersey
Highly innovative and contemporary indoor and outdoor lighting. Produced in Barcelona and specializing in lighting designed for large spaces. Products include bollards, ceiling, pendants, wall, table, floor. Custom Capabilities.
bover.es/en

---

**Camman Lighting**
New York
Decorative architectural indoor and outdoor lighting. Products include: ceiling, pendants, sconces and church lighting in modern, restoration, and transitional styles. Custom Capabilities.
cammanlighting.com

---

**Connective Lighting Technology**
New York / New Jersey
Sustainable lighting solutions, quality LED light engines, and optical and thermal management systems. Products include downlights, track systems, linear LED’s, pendants, and surface lighting.
connectivelighting.com

---

**Dado Lighting**
New York / New Jersey
Brooklyn based manufacturer of a broad line of spec-grade commercial lighting fixtures including interior, exterior, recessed, task, healthcare, strips, and cove lighting. Energy Efficient. Custom capabilities.
dadolighting.com

---

**Eklipse Lighting**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Eklipse Lighting specializes in providing customized solutions for most lighting requirements providing lighting and technical expertise as well as a complete range of premium products such as Curvable, Waterproof, Adjustable, Linear and Spot LEDs.
eklipselighting.com

---

**Evo-Lite**
New York / New Jersey
Evo-Lite has been instrumental in the advancement and integration of lighting, power and control technologies for use in backlighting translucent surfaces of illuminated signage and architectural features.
evo-lite.com

---

**Evolux Lighting Controls**
New York / New Jersey
Architectural LED design systems for offices, airports, and transportation centers. High performance luminaires include recessed, surface, wall mounted, and pendant lighting fixtures, for fluorescent and LED applications. Easy to install and maintain. Custom Capabilities.
forumlighting.com

---

**Gantom**
New York
Manufacturer of special-effects lighting equipment catering to the themed attraction industry. Specializes in illumination of low-light and space-constrained environments where traditional theatrical luminaires are not suitable.
gantom.com

---

**LEGIon Lighting Co., Inc**
New York / Northern New Jersey
Brooklyn based manufacturer of a broad line of spec-grade commercial lighting fixtures including interior, exterior, recessed, task, healthcare, strips, and cove lighting. Energy Efficient. Custom capabilities.
legionlighting.com
New York / New Jersey

The LIGEO™ LED Lighting System is a revolutionary approach to lighting with infinite possibilities! LIGEO combines installation simplicity with low voltage, LED lighting that offers an impressive 490 lumens per ft output.

ligeo.us

lucent®

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of architectural LED lighting including LED modules, a large variety of downlights, gimbals, spotlights, pendant, surface, and ProSpex fixtures.

lucent-lighting.us.com

New York

Standard products incorporate company-innovated features: patented locking mechanism, lamp shielding retaining ring, and more. Products include, LED, outdoor lighting, surface decorative, profiles, modular multiples, plug-ins.

modularinternational.com

New York

Rosco Architectural is comprised of sales specialists and project managers who support clients in the creation, coloration and control of light in themed environments — including retail, museum, corporate and hospitality.

rosco.com

New York

TechoLED specializes in providing lighting solutions that require custom LED fixtures not readily available in the market. Their fixtures are produced by Techo AS’ highest standards, UL/ETL/DLC™ listed, and LM79/LM80 tested.

techoled.com

New York

As the first to introduce indicator type LEDs into tubing, aisle and step lighting products, Tivoli continues to lead the market in emerging LED linear lighting. Products include Linear, cove, catenary, tape systems and extrusions, auditorium and theater step products.

tivoli.com

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of track heads, track and recessed wallwashers, hallway lights, and downlights for commercial, hospitality, and restaurant applications that require classic aesthetics and require compact, powerful and efficient fixtures.

lumenture.com

New York

Lumino LED Lighting System is a revolutionary approach to lighting with infinite possibilities! Lumino combines installation simplicity with low voltage, LED lighting that offers an impressive 490 lumens per ft output.

lumino.lighting/na/

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of high-end lighting solutions for residential, hospitality and commercial projects. Specialties: ColorCORE™ technology, Steorra Zero-Trim Downlights, SolidEdge Light Edging, ColorCORE™ Engine, Vector LED Profiles, V20 Kit.

lumino.lighting/na/

New York / New Jersey

Radiant excels in designing modular, 3D flexible LED linear lighting systems for both interior and exterior applications. Their products are designed to be flexible, versatile, discreet and are frequently concealed to highlight the beauty of architectural features.

radiantarchitectural.lighting

New York

A portfolio of luminaires from crystal designs to Murano organic glass creations. Low voltage monorail and cable lighting systems. Exterior fixtures in stainless steel, die-cast brass and aluminum.

stone-lighting.net

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of track heads, track and recessed wallwashers, hallway lights, and downlights for commercial, hospitality, and restaurant applications that require classic aesthetics and require compact, powerful and efficient fixtures.

lumenture.com

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of architectural LED lighting including LED modules, a large variety of downlights, gimbals, spotlights, pendant, surface, and ProSpex fixtures.

lucent-lighting.us.com

New York

Manufacturer of track heads, track and recessed wallwashers, hallway lights, and downlights for commercial, hospitality, and restaurant applications that require classic aesthetics and require compact, powerful and efficient fixtures.

lumenture.com

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of track heads, track and recessed wallwashers, hallway lights, and downlights for commercial, hospitality, and restaurant applications that require classic aesthetics and require compact, powerful and efficient fixtures.

lumenture.com

New York

Innovative designer and manufacturer of specification-grade LED luminaires designed for the commercial and institutional markets. Includes: downlights, wall washers, adjustable accents, decorative pendants and emergency egress fixtures. Custom capabilities.

pathwaylighting.com

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of high-end lighting solutions for residential, hospitality and commercial projects. Specialties: ColorCORE™ technology, Steorra Zero-Trim Downlights, SolidEdge Light Edging, ColorCORE™ Engine, Vector LED Profiles, V20 Kit.

lumino.lighting/na/

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of track heads, track and recessed wallwashers, hallway lights, and downlights for commercial, hospitality, and restaurant applications that require classic aesthetics and require compact, powerful and efficient fixtures.

lumenture.com

New York / New Jersey

Manufacturer of architectural LED lighting including LED modules, a large variety of downlights, gimbals, spotlights, pendant, surface, and ProSpex fixtures.

lucent-lighting.us.com

New York

Conveniently located in New Jersey, Voigt Lighting has a complete line of energy conservation products and specialize in customized solutions tailoring standard fixtures to non standard applications.

voigtlighting.com